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1.0 Introduction
MSPI ObjectX™ is a peer-to-peer, Private Object Exchange Solution (POES). It runs on
Windows 10 Laptop and Desktop computers and accesses objects (i.e., encrypted or unencrypted files) that are stored in one-or-more Microsoft Azure Cloud-resident BLOB
Storage Accounts.
ObjectX is a simple, easy-to-use, low-cost tool that is completely controlled you. You
own the client application (i.e., ObjectX for Windows 10) and you own, fund and control
the Microsoft Azure Cloud Storage account(s).
ObjectX enables a team of globally-distributed persons to exchange, in a private and
secure manner, sensitive objects such as encrypted videos, audios and images.
Encrypted or un-encrypted objects of any type may be privately and securely stored,
managed and exchanged with ObjectX.
ObjectX uses one or more Microsoft Azure BLOB (Cloud) Storage Accounts, which you
own, control and fund, for the long term storage of your encrypted and un-encrypted
objects. In this document, the words Object, File and Item are used interchangeably.
The acronym Binary Large Object (BLOB) was introduced to the world in the late 1970’s
by database designer Jim Starkey of Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). He defined
the BLOB as a data type for the storage and manipulation of large, unstructured
multimedia entities within relational databases. Microsoft has carried this term, and its
associated concepts, forward into the design and implementation of their wellengineered and highly-dependable Azure BLOB Storage Service.
Using your Azure BLOB Storage Account, ObjectX automatically creates 32 cloudresident “Vaults” for the storage of your encrypted and un-encrypted objects. The
ObjectX User can Upload, Download, List, Move, Copy and Delete multiple vault
objects with easy-to-use Vault Operations.
ObjectX Encryption is performed on the User’s computer prior to uploading objects to
an ObjectX Vault. ObjectX Decryption is also performed on the User’s computer, but
after downloading encrypted objects from an ObjectX Vault. ObjectX
Encryption/Decryption Keys are known-by and controlled-by, only you. Thus,
encrypted objects, during their period of residency within ObjectX Vaults, remain safe
and unusable. ObjectX uses Strong, Professional-Grade, 256-bit Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES), FIPS 140-2 Compliant, Symmetric-Key Encryption.
MSPI ObjectX™ is sold exclusively through the Microsoft Windows Store. Visit there by
clicking your Windows 10 “Store” icon and then enter the search term “MSPI”. MSPI
products are found under the “Security/Personal Security/Paid” subsection.
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2.0 Summary of Changes for V3.0
ObjectX Version 3.0 (V3), released in September 2018, represents a complete re-build of
the product. The list below summarizes the most significant changes for Version 3.0:


Performed 100% complete rebuild moving from Visual Studio 2015 to Visual
Studio 2017.



Changed the application architecture from “Windows Store” to “Universal
Windows Platform” (UWP).



Re-wrote the User Interface (UI) using purpose-built XAML versus a Microsoft
Windows Store template provided in Visual Studio 2015.



Re-wrote all procedural logic in C# (i.e., from Visual Basic).



Reviewed and improved all Exception Handling code.



Reviewed and improved all Azure "Retry Policy" code.



Replaced the standard Microsoft ListView control with the Telerik RadDataGrid
control - in the ObjectX "Vault Operations" module.



Performed extensive testing to insure backward compatibility with MSPI
CodeBook, MSPI SkyCipher and MSPI ObjectX.



Replaced the MSPI Code Signing Certificate with a new MSPI certificate.



Updated the user Guide.



Re-certified with Microsoft Windows Store.



Re-priced to $49.99.



Set Free-Trial period to 30-days.

3.0 Designed for Privacy, Security and Ease-of-Use
In today’s online world, there are many excellent, Public, Cloud-based, Internetaccessible file/object/multimedia storage and sharing solutions available. ObjectX, by
comparison, is Private. The key ObjectX characteristics are described below:


ObjectX uses a Secure, User-Owned and Controlled, Cloud-Resident,
Central Object Repository. ObjectX uses one or more of your Private
Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage Accounts for its central object repository.
These accounts are exclusively controlled and funded by you. You create
and delete them as you require. Each such account has a unique set of
credentials that include {TheAccountName, ThePrimaryKey}. You
provide a credential set to only those persons with which you need to
exchange objects. This group of persons is typically a “Purpose-Specific
Team”. The Team, and its central object repository, may remain in place
for a short period of time (e.g., Days/Weeks/Months) or may persist over
a period of years.
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ObjectX is a Fully-Integrated, Purpose-Built Application and UI.
ObjectX does not use a Web Browser to host its User Interface (UI). The
Application, User Interface, Azure Access technology, Encryption and
Decryption technology, Internal Security and Vault Operations
technology are all integrated into the seamless and easy-to-use
ObjectX.Net application. Each participating member of a team must have
the ObjectX application installed on their Windows 10 computer.



ObjectX Provides In-Transit Object Encryption. Like all of the
competitive offerings, ObjectX uses HTTPS/TLS (Transport Layer
Security) protocol for uploading and downloading objects. By itself,
however, this technology is not necessarily sufficient to protect your
sensitive information as it transits the global Internet. Please CTRL+Click
this link https://weakdh.org/ to see more information on this topic.



ObjectX Provides Strong, End-to-End, 256-bit, AES Symmetric-Key
Object Encryption. In addition, like some of the competitive offerings,
ObjectX provides the integral capability for Users to Strongly Encrypt
objects prior to uploading them and Decrypt the objects after they have
been downloaded. This technology, by itself, is sufficient to protect your
sensitive information as it transits the global Internet and also while it is
at-rest on any storage device. This is referred to as “End-to-End”
encryption. To achieve this level of object security, ObjectX uses Strong,
Professional-Grade, 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), FIPS
140-2 Compliant, Symmetric-Key Encryption.



For ObjectX End-to-End Encryption, the User Controls the Keys. For the
Strong, AES Encryption described above, the ObjectX User has Full and
Exclusive control of the Encryption Keys.



ObjectX has General Applicability. Since ObjectX can encrypt/decrypt
and store/retrieve objects of all types, it may be used in all industries and
by professionals and individuals in all walks of life. Some example
application areas include:
Drone Videos
Government
Legal
Technology
Data Archival

Business
Military
Clergy
Education
Real Estate

Law Enforcement
Medical
Science
Entertainment
Etc.

Finance
Dental
Engineering
Data Storage
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Figure-1: MSPI ObjectX Simplified Architectural Model

3.1 Multi-User Mode of Operation
If two or more persons are using ObjectX, and they are all accessing the same Azure
BLOB Storage Account, then the environment is considered to be Multi-User. Here is a
list of characteristics that define the ObjectX Multi-User mode of operation:


Two or more persons are using ObjectX and they are all accessing the
same Azure BLOB Storage Account.



Each participating person knows the credential set {TheAccountName,
ThePrimaryKey} of the common Azure BLOB Storage Account and has
selected that account as the current account.



Objects, both Encrypted and/or Unencrypted, are being exchanged via
ObjectX Vaults.



Some individuals are “Producers” of objects and some are “Consumers”
of objects. As a function of time, these roles may change back-and-forth.



The Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage Service manages Concurrency issues.
Concurrency issues arise when multiple users are attempting to update the
same object(s) simultaneously.
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3.2 Single-User Mode of Operation
ObjectX may also be used by only a single individual. If this is the case, then the
environment is considered to be Single-User. Here is a list of characteristics that define
the ObjectX Single-User mode of operation:


Only one person is using ObjectX and that person may be accessing one
or more Azure BLOB Storage Accounts (i.e., but only one account at a
time).



That
person
knows
the
credential
set
{TheAccountName,
ThePrimaryKey} of the Azure BLOB Storage Account(s) and is probably
the Owner, Funder and Creator of those account(s).



Objects are not exchanged with others.



The individual is probably using ObjectX and their Azure BLOB Storage
Account(s) for cloud-resident storage/backup/archival of Encrypted
and/or Unencrypted objects of importance.



Concurrency issues are not applicable.

4.0 The ObjectX V3 User Interface (UI)
The ObjectX V3 Top Level User Interface (Home) is composed of six (6) active, clickable
tiles and is shown in the figure below. A brief description of each tile’s purpose
continues after the figure.

Figure-2: The ObjectX V3 Top Level User Interface
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CONNECT – Allows the User to connect to a specific Microsoft Azure
BLOB Storage Account. If the User wants to see and operate-upon their
cloud-resident objects, then they must make this connection. If they just
want to use ObjectX to Encrypt or Decrypt Local Files, for example, then
they do not need to make this connection.



ENCRYPT – Allows the User to specify the Encryption Type (i.e., CBIK or
CBUK), select the Drive/Folder/Location of the files, select the files, and
initiate encryption.



DECRYPT - Allows the User to specify the Decryption Type (i.e., CBIK or
CBUK), select the Drive/Folder/Location of the files, select the files, and
initiate decryption.



VAULT Operations - Allows the User to perform ObjectX Vault
Operations. Connection to an Azure BLOB Storage Account is required.
The VAULT Operations tile is un-available for use until a successful
connection to Azure is established.



SETTINGS - Allows the User to specify the desired Azure BLOB Storage
Account credentials.



INFORMATION – Provides a brief description of ObjectX, provides
contact information for MSPI Technical Support, and provides a
hyperlink to download this User Guide from the MSPI website.

4.1 CONNECT
Clicking this tile allows each ObjectX User to connect to Azure using the Microsoft
Azure BLOB Storage Account credentials that are currently stored within ObjectX.
Entering and storing a set of credentials is described below in Section 4.7, “The
SETTINGS Tile”.
If the User wants to see and operate-upon their Azure-resident objects, then they must
make this connection. If they just want to use ObjectX to Encrypt or Decrypt Local Files,
for example, then they do not need to make this connection.
Normally, “CONNECTING To Azure” will be the first action that each ObjectX User
takes after they have started ObjectX. When the User clicks the CONNECT tile they will
see the following screen:
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4.1.1 Azure Connection Confirmation
After successfully connecting to Azure, the User will see a confirmation message similar
to the one shown below:

Once the User has returned to the top level User Interface (Home), the “VAULT
Operations” tile will be ready for use.
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4.1.2 Returning to the ObjectX Top Level UI
In the Top Left corner of each ObjectX page, the User will find the “Return Home”
button. One click of that button and the User will be immediately returned to the top
level ObjectX UI.

4.1.3 Timeout While Connecting to Azure
When ObjectX is trying to connect to Azure, it will try ten-times within a one-minute
window, to establish the connection. If the connection has not been made by the end of
that sequence, ObjectX will report “that access to the Internet or Azure may be currently
degraded, un-available or disconnected.” In most cases, the remedy for this is to exit
ObjectX, wait a few minutes, and then try again. If you still cannot connect, then check
the following:


Check your local Internet connection. Make sure the network connection
on your computer has not been accidentally turned off or disconnected.



Check with your Internet Provider. They may be undergoing a temporary
outage due to weather conditions, accidents affecting their infrastructure
or a technical issue.



Check Azure Status. Azure may be undergoing a temporary outage due
to weather conditions, accidents affecting their infrastructure or a
technical issue. Azure’s global/regional status, on a Service-by-Service
basis, can be checked at https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/status/ and
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/status/history/.



Also, after you have downloaded an ObjectX Update from the Microsoft
Store, the ObjectX application’s non-volatile storage area is reset and
contains nothing. In this case, when you receive the “… access to the
Internet or Azure may be currently …” message, simply re-enter your
Azure BLOB Storage Account credentials using the “SETTINGS” tile.

4.2 ENCRYPT
The “ENCRYPT Local Files” tile is used for encrypting files that are on, or accessible
from, the User’s computer. When the User clicks this tile they will see:
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4.2.1 Encrypting Files with the CBIK
By default, ObjectX encrypts files with its internal key called the “CBIK”. Files encrypted
with the CBIK can be decrypted by anyone who has MSPI ObjectX™ or MSPI
SkyCipher® and access to those files.
The User proceeds by clicking the “SELECT the Files to ENCRYPT” button. On the page
that appears next, the User will pick the following three things:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Encrypt.
At this point, the encryption screen will look something like the one shown below. In
this example the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3-Test1” folder and
has selected all files in that folder.
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Next, the User clicks the “Encrypt the Selected Files with the CBIK” button shown
above. ObjectX immediately returns to the Encryption screen shown below. On that
screen, the results of the encryption will be displayed. The User will be able to watch the
Encryption Results update as ObjectX proceeds with the specified encryptions.

Upon completion, each successfully-encrypted file will have the term “_CBIK”
appended to its name. For example, if a file was named “Object29.pdf” before
encryption then it will be named “Object29_CBIK.pdf” after CBIK-encryption. When the
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file is later decrypted, the “_CBIK” will be removed leaving the original filename. A
normal, successful CBIK-Encryption cycle will result in a screen that looks something
like this:

Notes for CBIK-Encryption and CBUK-Encryption:
1. Files Already Encrypted - If the User has selected one or more files that
have already been MSPI-encrypted (i.e., _CBIK, _CBUK, _CBEUTH),
ObjectX will skip those files. ObjectX does not re-encrypt files that are
already MSPI-encrypted. Upon completion of the encryption cycle, the
field called “Files Already Encrypted” will show the number of files that
were skipped.
2. Files Too Large to Encrypt - If the User has selected one or more files that
are too large for in-memory encryption, ObjectX will skip those files.
Upon completion of this encryption cycle, the “Files Too Large to
Encrypt” field will show the number of files that were skipped.
3. Files Not Encrypted - If ObjectX encounters an internal exception while
encrypting any file, ObjectX will skip that file. Upon completion of the
encryption cycle, the “Files Not Encrypted” field will show the number of
files that were skipped due to internal computational exceptions. In this
case, the User should re-examine the Folder to see which File or Files
were not encrypted. They should then re-select those files and attempt to
encrypt them again.
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4.2.2 Encrypting Files with a CBUK
To apply the most secure encryption, the User encrypts files/objects using an ObjectX
User Key (CBUK).
1. The CBUK field is case sensitive. For example, the CBUK sub-strings
“abc123” and “abC123” are different.
2. CBUKs are not stored. The User who originates a CBUK is the only
person who knows that CBUK’s value. If a CBUK’s value is forgotten,
objects encrypted with that key will remain unusable. Thus, a CBUK
originator is responsible for:
 Establishing a secure means for remembering the
CBUK’s value.
 Establishing a secure means for privately conveying
the CBUK’s value to other ObjectX Users who will
need it to decrypt the objects of interest.
To use a CBUK for encryption, the User first clicks the toggle switch button. The toggle
switch button will then say “The User-Supplied Key (CBUK) Below” and the CBUK field
will be enabled for data entry. The User then enters the desired 32-character CBUK.
In the example below, CBUK = the titanic has been lost at sea, has been specified. ObjectX
counts the key’s length for you and will not permit entry of a CBUK longer than 32characters.

A CBUK can be any 32-character string (i.e., 32-characters is a 256-bit key) of keyboard
characters. For example, the string “gaM%.OaSQ(`hml2ck49-J6?md?+_HmLO” is valid
but difficult to remember.
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Files encrypted with a CBUK can be decrypted by someone who has MSPI ObjectX™ or
MSPI SkyCipher®, access to those CBUK-encrypted files, and exact knowledge of the
CBUK used to encrypt the files.
The User proceeds by clicking the “SELECT the Files to ENCRYPT” button. On the page
that appears next, the User will pick the following three things:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Encrypt.
At this point, the encryption screen will look something like the picture shown below. In
this example the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3-Test1” and has
selected all files.

Next, the User clicks the “Encrypt the Selected Files with the CBUK” button shown
above. ObjectX immediately returns to the Encryption screen shown below. On that
screen, the results of the encryption will be displayed. The User will be able to watch the
Encryption Results update as ObjectX proceeds with the specified encryptions.
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Upon completion, each successfully-encrypted file will have the term “_CBUK”
appended to its name. For example, if a file was named “Object30.pdf” before
encryption then it will be named “Object30_CBUK.pdf” after CBUK-encryption. When
the file is later decrypted, the “_CBUK” will be removed leaving the original filename. A
normal, successful CBUK-Encryption cycle will result in a screen that looks something
like this:
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4.3 DECRYPT
The DECRYPT Local Files tile is used for decrypting files that are on, or accessible from,
the User’s computer. When the User clicks the DECRYPT tile they will see the following:

By default, ObjectX will attempt to decrypt using the CBIK. If the User knows that they
will be selecting one or more files that have been CBUK-encrypted then they will need to
click the toggle switch button and enter the correct CBUK in the field provided.
For this example, the User will be performing CBUK-Decryption. Thus, the User’s screen
will look like this:
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Next, the User clicks the “SELECT the Files to DECRYPT” button. On the page that
appears next, the User will pick the following three items:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Decrypt.
At this point, the decryption screen will look something like the picture shown below.
The User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3-Test1” and has selected all files.

All files in this folder, which were previously encrypted with the CBUK = the titanic has
been lost at sea, have been selected.
Next, the User clicks the “Decrypt the Selected Files with the CBUK” button and
decryption begins. ObjectX immediately returns to the screen shown below. On that
screen, the User sees the results of the decryption.
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Notes for CBIK-Decryption and CBUK-Decryption:
1. Files Already Decrypted - If the User has selected one or more files that
are in PlainText format, ObjectX will skip those files. Upon completion of
the decryption cycle, the field called “Files Already Decrypted” will show
the number of files that were skipped.
2. Files Too Large to Decrypt - If the User has selected one or more files that
are too large for in-memory decryption, ObjectX will skip those files.
Upon completion of this encryption cycle, the “Files Too Large to
Encrypt” field will show the number of files that were skipped.
3. Files Not Decrypted - If ObjectX encounters an internal exception while
decrypting any file, ObjectX will skip that file. Upon completion of the
decryption cycle, the “Files Not Decrypted” field will show the number of
files that were skipped due to internal computational exceptions. In this
case, the User should re-examine the Folder to see which File or Files
were not decrypted. They should then re-select those files and attempt to
decrypt them again, making sure that they are using the proper
decryption method/key.
4. CBUK Decryption Stops – If the User is performing CBUK-decryption,
and they have not supplied the correct CBUK, decryption will stop when
the first internal exception occurs. When this happens, ObjectX will post
the message “CBUK Key is Incorrect” in the “Status” field and then stop
decrypting.
For a small number of small files the decryption results are immediate. For a large
number of files or a number of large files, the User will be able to watch the Decryption
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Results update as ObjectX proceeds with the specified decryptions. Each decrypted file
will have the term “_CBIK” or “_CBUK” removed from its name, restoring each file
name, and the file itself, to its original plaintext condition.

4.4 VAULT OPS
The “VAULT Operations” tile allows each User to perform ObjectX Vault Operations.
These operations may be performed on both Encrypted and Unencrypted objects. They
are listed below:


SELECT-A-VAULT making it the Current Vault and listing its contents.



SELECT-DESELECT objects in the Current Vault.



UPLOAD objects from a local folder to the Current Vault.



DOWNLOAD selected objects from the Current Vault to a local folder.



MOVE selected objects from the Current Vault to another Vault.



COPY selected objects from the Current Vault to another Vault.



DELETE selected objects from the Current Vault.

After the User has successfully connected to their Azure BLOB Storage Account, as
described in Section 4.1, and after the User has clicked on the “Vault Ops” tile, the
following screen will appear:
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4.4.1 Selecting-A-Vault and Listing its Objects
The User then clicks the “Select-A-Vault” dropdown control and selects a specific Vault
(1-32). This action sends a message to Azure requesting a listing of the selected Vault. In
this example, Vault-1 has been selected and becomes the Current Vault.

If the selected Vault is empty the returned listing will be empty. If that Vault contains
objects, they will be displayed as shown above – in a fixed, 4-column format. Details are
provided in the Section below.

4.4.2 Sorting the Displayed List of Objects
After a Vault’s contents have been displayed, the User may want to Sort the information.
ObjectX V3 supports sorting on a column-by-column basis – as describe below:
1. Four-Column Format. ObjectX displays each Vault’s contents in a fixed,
4-column format.
2. BLOB Name is the first column. This is the name of each Azure Block
BLOB found in the Selected/Current Vault. The User can sort this column
by clicking on the column header. When sorting on this column, the
column header should be clicked several times until the displayed results
are as desired. When this column is sorted, the other 3 columns are also
automatically sorted to remain in-sync with this column.
3. Encryption Type is the second column. This tells the User if the Block
BLOB is ObjectX-encrypted and, if so, what type of encryption – CBIK,
CBUK or PlainText (i.e., not encrypted). The User can sort this column by
clicking on the column header. When sorting on this column, the column
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header should be clicked several times until the displayed results are as
desired. When this column is sorted, the other 3 columns are also
automatically sorted to remain in-sync with this column.
4. Size (Bytes) is the third column. This tells the User the size of the Block
BLOB, in Bytes. The User can sort this column by clicking on the column
header. When sorting on this column, the column header should be
clicked several times until the displayed results are as desired. When this
column is sorted, the other 3 columns are also automatically sorted to
remain in-sync with this column.
5. Last Touch is the fourth column. This tells the User when the Block BLOB
was last touched. In all cases, this will tell the User when the BLOB object
was placed into the Vault. This information is presented in Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) format. The User can sort this column by clicking
on the column header. When sorting on this column, the column header
should be clicked several times until the displayed results are as desired.
When this column is sorted, the other 3 columns are also automatically
sorted to remain in-sync with this column.

4.4.3 Filtering the Displayed List of Objects
ObjectX V3 supports filtering on a column-by-column basis. Filtering helps the User
answer questions regarding the data. An example follows.
The picture below shows that Vault-1 contains 104 objects. The displayed data has been
sorted by the “Size (Bytes)” column from Largest to Smallest. The little black arrow, next
to the column header, shows that the displayed data has been sorted by this column.
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Now, the User wants to know - How many of these 104 objects are CBUK-Encrypted? To
answer this question, the User performs the following steps:



Step-1: User clicks the “Encryption Type” Filter Icon. The Filter menu appears.



Step-2: User selects “Starts with”, enters “CBUK” and then clicks “Apply”.

The display is updated showing only the objects that are CBUK-Encrypted. A Blue line
appears under “Encryption Type” telling the User that the data is filtered by this
column.
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Step-3: To get the exact count of filtered items, the User now clicks the “SelectAll-Items” button and the display shown below appears:



Step-4 (The Answer): By observing the display above, the User can see that 64,
of the 104 total items, are CBUK-Encrypted.

4.4.4 Selecting and Deselecting Vault Objects
After a Vault’s contents have been displayed, a User may then select one or more items.
Vault Operations are performed, on selected items, as summarized below:
Number of Items Selected

Permissible Vault Operations

None

Upload

1, 2, 3, …, N

Download, Move, Copy, Delete

All

Download, Move, Copy, Delete

Individual items may be selected or un-selected by simply clicking on them. All items
may be selected or un-selected by clicking the “Select-All-Items/Unselect-All-Items”
button. In the picture shown below, All Items have been selected:
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4.4.5 Uploading Objects
Each ObjectX User may Upload objects to a Vault. Uploaded objects are encrypted or unencrypted files that are located in a folder, on or accessible from, that User’s computer.
To perform the Upload process, the User:
1. Selects the Destination Vault by using the dropdown “Select-A-Vault”
control at the top-left of the “VAULT Operations” page. The selected
Vault becomes the Current Vault and is also the Destination Vault. In this
example, the User has selected Vault-3, which is currently empty.
2. Clicks the “Upload Items” button.
3. On the page that appears next, the User picks the following three items:
A. The Physical Location of the Files to Upload.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Upload.
At this point, the Upload screen will look something like the picture below. In this
example, the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3-Test3” and has selected
all files. The destination vault is “Vault-3” and the objects to upload are all CBUKencrypted.
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Next, the User clicks the “Upload the Selected Objects to Vault-3” button and the
Upload begins. ObjectX immediately returns to the “VAULT Operations” screen. On
that screen, the User observes the progress of the Upload. ObjectX disables all “VAULT
Operations” controls during the Upload and displays progress indicators for the User to
see - as shown in the picture below:
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When the Upload operation has completed, ObjectX re-enables the controls and
automatically refreshes the Listing of the destination Vault. In the picture below, Vault-3
now shows that 100 CBUK-encrypted items are present.

If any object is already present in the Destination Vault, and has exactly the same name
as the object being uploaded, then the older item will be overwritten (i.e., replaced) by
the newer item. The “Last Touch” column will always show when the object was placed
into the Vault.

4.4.6 Downloading Objects
Each ObjectX User may Download objects from a Vault to a folder, on or accessible from,
their computer. To perform the Download process, the User:
1. Selects the Source Vault by using the dropdown “Select-A-Vault” control
at the top-left of the “VAULT Operations” page. The Source Vault is also
the Current Vault.
2. Selects one or more Vault objects to download.
3. Clicks the “Download Selected Items” button.
4. On the page that appears, the User then picks the following two items:
A. The Physical Location of the Download Destination Folder:
B. The Download Destination Folder.
In this case, the 100 CBUK-encrypted objects in Vault-3 will be downloaded to the Userpicked destination folder “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3-Test2”, as shown in the
picture below:
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The download operation will begin when the User clicks the button labeled “Download
the Selected ObjectX Vault Items to this Folder”. After clicking this button, the User is
returned to the “VAULT Operations” screen and is able to see the progress of the
download operation, as shown in the picture below:
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If any downloaded object is already present in the Destination Download Folder, and
has exactly the same name as the object being downloaded, then the older item will be
overwritten (i.e., replaced) by the newer item. In this case, the destination download
folder is empty.
When the Download operation has completed, ObjectX re-enables all “VAULT
Operations” controls and un-selects all objects in the Source Vault. The User may then
return to the ObjectX Top Level UI by clicking the “Home” button on the “Vault
Operations” page.
Finally, the ObjectX User may invoke the “DECRYPT” tile and decrypt the 100 CBUKencrypted files now present in the destination folder “This PC > Pictures > ObjectX-V3Test2”.

4.4.7 Moving Objects
Each ObjectX User may Move objects from one Vault to another Vault. The objects may
be encrypted or un-encrypted. To perform the Move, the User:
1. Notifies other members of their team, if necessary, about their intent to
Move objects.
2. Selects the Source Vault by using the dropdown “Select-A-Vault” control
at the top-left of the “VAULT Operations” page.
3. Selects One or More or All objects to Move.
4. Clicks the “Move Selected Items” dropdown control and selects the
Destination Vault. The Destination Vault cannot be the same as the
Source Vault. ObjectX automatically enforces this rule.
At this point, the Vault Ops screen will look something like the picture below. The User
is intending to Move all objects from Vault-3 to Vault-4, which is currently empty.
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After the User selects Vault-4 as the Destination Vault, ObjectX will present a
confirmation message, as shown below, allowing the User to either proceed with the
Move or Cancel the Move.

If the User clicks the “Yes” button, the Move begins. The User is then able to see the
progress of the Move operation, as shown in the picture below. During the Move, all
“VAULT Operations” controls are disabled.
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When the Move operation has completed, ObjectX re-enables the controls and
automatically Selects and Lists the contents of the Destination Vault. The selected objects
will no longer be in the Source Vault – they will only be in the Destination Vault, as
shown below:

If any Moved object is already present in the Destination Vault, and has exactly the same
name as the object being Moved, then the older item will be overwritten (i.e., replaced)
by the newer item.
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4.4.8 Copying Objects
Each ObjectX User may Copy objects from one Vault to another Vault. The objects may
be encrypted or un-encrypted. To perform the Copy, the User:
1. Selects the source Vault by using the dropdown “Select-A-Vault” control
at the top-left of the “VAULT Operations” page
2. Selects One or More or All objects to Copy.
3. Clicks the “Copy Selected Items” dropdown control and selects the
Destination Vault. The Destination Vault cannot be the same as the
Source Vault. ObjectX automatically enforces this rule.
At this point, the Vault Ops screen will look something like the picture below. The User
is intending to Copy all objects from Vault-4 to Vault-5, which is currently empty.

After the User selects Vault-5 as the Destination Vault, ObjectX will present a
confirmation message, as shown below, allowing the User to either proceed with the
Copy or Cancel the Copy.
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If the User clicks the “Yes” button, the Copy begins. The User is then able to see the
progress of the Copy operation, as shown in the picture below. During the Copy, all
“VAULT Operations” controls are disabled.

When the Copy operation has completed, ObjectX re-enables the controls and
automatically Selects and Lists the contents of the Destination Vault. The selected objects
will now be in both the Destination Vault and the Source Vault, as shown below:
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If any Copied object is already present in the Destination Vault, and has exactly the same
name as the object being Copied, then the older item will be overwritten (i.e., replaced)
by the newer item.

4.4.9 Deleting Objects
Each ObjectX User may Delete objects from a Vault. The objects may be encrypted or unencrypted. To perform the Deletion, the User:
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1. Notifies other members of their team, if necessary, about their intent to
Delete objects. Deleted objects may only be restored by re-uploading
them from their point of origin.
2. Selects the Current Vault by using the “Select-A-Vault” dropdown
control at the top-left of the “VAULT Operations” page.
3. Selects One or More or All objects to Delete.
4. Clicks the “Delete Selected Items” button.
5. ObjectX will display a warning message similar to the one below:

In this example, 2 items are about to be deleted from Vault-5. If the User chooses “Yes”,
the items will be deleted. If the User chooses “No” the items will not be deleted. In this
case, the User will click the “Yes” button.
When the Delete operation has completed, ObjectX re-enables the controls and
automatically refreshes the contents listing of the Current Vault. The selected objects will
no longer be present, as shown in the picture below:
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If the User is deleting a large number of items, or all items, from the Vault, ObjectX will
display progress indicators as shown below:

4.5 SETTINGS
The ObjectX User clicks the SETTINGS Tile in order to enter their Azure BLOB Storage
Account Credentials {TheAccountName, ThePrimaryKey}.
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A valid set of Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage Account credentials are required by
ObjectX. These credentials are generated at the time the Azure BLOB Storage Account is
created.
ObjectX can use any number of these accounts, but only one at a time. For ObjectX, this
usage model is referred to as “Bring Your Own License” (BYOL). That is, you own, fund
and control the account/license and simply bring it to ObjectX for exploitation.

Therefore, after the account of interest has been established, each individual ObjectX
User needs to enter these two values and then click the “Apply these BLOB Storage
Account Settings” button shown in the picture above.
At that time, ObjectX will save these values in its non-volatile storage area. From that
point forward, these values will be automatically used by ObjectX when you
“CONNECT To Azure.” These values can be changed at any time by simply re-entering
a new/different BLOB Storage Account Credential set.
The Azure BLOB Storage Account Name is a field that is up to 24 characters long and is
usually all lowercase letters and numbers. This name should be meaningful to your
team, for example, the name of a project that you are working on.
The Azure BLOB Storage Account Primary Key is a much longer field that is typically
composed of uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers and special symbols. It is
recommended that you “Copy-and-Paste” this value from a trusted location into the
field provided by ObjectX.
When you are satisfied that both values have been correctly entered, and double
checked for errors, click the “Apply these BLOB Storage Account Settings” button.
ObjectX will respond immediately with a confirmation message. At that point, this User
is ready to “CONNECT To Azure”.
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4.6 INFORMATION
The INFORMATION tile may be clicked any time the User wishes to see the version
number for the currently-installed instance of ObjectX, the MSPI email address for
Technical Support, or to click a hyperlink to download this User Guide from the MSPI
website.

5.0 ObjectX Best Practices & Recommendations
This section summarizes the ObjectX Best-Practices, Recommendations and Limitations.

5.1 Encryption/Decryption
To achieve best performance, ObjectX does all of its File-Encrypting and File-Decrypting
in your computer’s RAM memory.
As expected, it takes more computational work and more computer memory to encrypt
or decrypt a Big File than it does to encrypt or decrypt a Small File. In other words, as
your file size goes up, the compute and memory demand on your computer will also go
up.
The RECOMMENDED MAXIMUMS shown below are based on a state-of-the-art
Windows computer with an Intel CORE i7 processor, a conventional hard disk drive
(HDD), and 16 GB of physical memory.
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Recommended Maximums CORE-i7/16GB/HDD
Operation

Max Individual File Size

Max Number of Files Selected

ENCRYPT

400+ MB

4,500

DECRYPT

400+ MB

4,500

The RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM ESTIMATES shown below are based on a state-ofthe-art Windows computer with an Intel CORE i7 processor, a conventional hard disk
drive (HDD), and 8 GB of physical memory.

Recommended Maximums CORE-i7/8GB/HDD
Operation

Max Individual File Size

Max Number of Files Selected

ENCRYPT

200+ MB

4,500

DECRYPT

200+ MB

4,500



Note-1: If you are directly Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a
removable USB Drive, overall Encryption/Decryption timelines will be
noticeably longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD) depending mostly
upon the generation of USB Drive being used.



Note-2: If you are directly Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on your
Windows “OneDrive” (i.e., a Cloud-Resident virtual drive) overall
Encryption/Decryption timelines will be somewhat longer (i.e., longer
than on your local HDD) because you are going through the Internet to
retrieve each File-of-Interest and store each transformed File-of-Interest.
File transformation (i.e., Encryption or Decryption) is still performed
within your computer’s memory



Note-3: If you are directly Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a
commercially-available, Cloud-Resident file storage or file sharing
solution, overall Encryption/Decryption timelines will be somewhat
longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD) because you are going
through the Internet to retrieve each File-of-Interest and store each
transformed File-of-Interest. File transformation (i.e., Encryption or
Decryption) is still performed within your computer’s memory.



Note-4: If you are directly Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a
Local Area Network (LAN) drive, overall Encryption/Decryption
timelines will be a bit longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD)
because you are going through the LAN to retrieve each File-of-Interest
and store each transformed File-of-Interest. File transformation (i.e.,
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Encryption or Decryption) is still performed within your computer’s
memory.


Note-5: For best performance, if you select a large number of files (e.g.,
4,500) to encrypt or decrypt, then those files should be of small or normal
size (i.e., a few megabytes or tens of megabytes per file). Files of this size
are processed rapidly.



Note-6: For best performance, if you select a group of large files (e.g., 100
megabytes to 500 megabytes per file) to encrypt or decrypt, then restrict
the number of files selected. Files of this size take more time to process.

5.2 Vaults
Within each Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage Account, that ObjectX is given the
credentials to access, ObjectX automatically creates 32 Storage Containers called
“Vaults” (i.e., Vault-1 through Vault-32).
The ObjectX User can Upload, Download, List, Move, Copy and Delete multiple vault
objects using “Vault Operations”.


Note-1: Each ObjectX User has peer-to-peer access to the Vaults and to all
the objects within the Vaults. In multi-user ObjectX environments, preoperation coordination between Users, may be required, for the DELETE
and MOVE operations.



Note-2: The Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage Service manages Concurrency
issues. Concurrency issues arise when multiple users are attempting to
update the same object simultaneously. Visit the following location
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/windowsazurestorage/archive/2014/09/08/
managing-concurrency-in-microsoft-azure-storage.aspx
for
more
information on this subject. For ObjectX, the “Last Write Wins” strategy is
in effect.



Note-3: The organization of objects within ObjectX Vaults is “Flat”. That
is, there is no directory or folder hierarchy. If a Vault contains 500 objects,
then all 500 items will be listed for each User to see and operate upon.



Note-4: The maximum number of objects that can be stored in an ObjectX
Vault is “Unlimited”. However, from a practical point of view, which
includes performance and cost considerations, this number should be
kept as small as possible. The ObjectX Vault Operation called DELETE
should be used to eliminate objects that are no longer needed.



Note-5: ObjectX Vaults, which utilize Azure Block BLOB storage, are
Geographically Redundant. When each Azure BLOB Storage Account is
created, it is configured by default to be geographically redundant. Azure
Geographic Redundancy provides the ObjectX User with an Availability
Service Level of 99.9% for both Reads and Writes. For the ObjectX User,
this represents a highly-valuable, transparent capability that is a
beneficial consequence of using the Microsoft Azure infrastructure.
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